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Abstract—In this work, we design and implement VeloxDFS, a
distributed file system for ETL MapReduce frameworks, which
has compatible APIs with HDFS. VeloxDFS is a decentralized,
consistent, hash-based file system that dynamically adjusts the
size of partitioned blocks. Rather than the conventional static and
coarse-grained partitioning scheme, VeloxDFS employs a fine-
grained logical partitioning scheme and provides an abstraction
of various sized blocks based on the I/O consumption rate.
VeloxDFS avoids I/O contention and straggler problems by
employing a block stream manager that coordinates the I/O
requests of multiple tasks during runtime. By reducing the I/O
contention of concurrent tasks, VeloxDFS enables overcommit
scheduling that schedules a larger number of tasks than the
available physical CPU cores, leveraging the OS scheduler to
improve the computing resource utilization of a cluster. Our
extensive performance study shows that VeloxDFS with the over-
commit scheduling policy shows up to 1.7x higher job processing
throughput than HDFS for multiple concurrent workloads.

Index Terms—Distributed File System, Storage Management,
IO Load Balancing

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, with the exponential data accumula-
tion, Hadoop MapReduce and various big data processing
frameworks, such as Spark, and Hive have been developed
and improved. Hadoop and HDFS’s significance as an ETL
(extract, transform, and load) platform has grown in relation to
the diversity of new frameworks. While significant efforts have
been made to improve various data processing frameworks, not
much effort has been made to improve the performance of the
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).

One of the well known limitations of ETL in distributed data
processing frameworks running on top of HDFS is the load
imbalance problem, often referred to as the straggler [1] or
skew problem [2]. There are two common cases that cause
the skew problem: (1) The assignment of uneven numbers
of partitioned blocks in multi-tenant clusters, and (2) uneven
computation times of partitioned blocks, i.e., records in some
blocks require significantly longer times to process than others.
For both skew types, HDFS is incapable of providing any
method to help balance the load [2, 3, 4]. To mitigate the skew
problem without the help from HDFS, several data processing
frameworks proposed speculative execution [1, 2]. However,
speculative execution is not effective in resolving the record
level skew problem because applications make scheduling
decisions based on the coarse-grained partitioned blocks in
HDFS. That is, even if the speculative scheduling policy runs

a straggling task in a different physical host, it will still require
a longer computation time than others.

To resolve the record-level skew problem, we may reduce
the size of tasks as was done by Monotasks[5], Riffle[6], and
HDFS-InputSplit[4, 7, 8]. However, without modification of
underlying file systems, such a fine-grained sub-tasks may in-
troduce significant drawbacks. For example, small files require
more disk seek operations than larger files, and a large number
of small files not only place a significant managerial overhead
on the Linux file system but also on the distributed directory
service called NameNode in HDFS. Fine-grained tasks can be
problematic in YARN (Yet Another Resource Negotiator)[9], a
generic resource manager where the ApplicationMaster creates
a container for each task. Hence, without overhauling the
YARN resource manager, fine-grained tasks may suffer from
high overhead incurred by initialization and authentication
operations.

What complicates the skew problem and its data processing
frameworks is that HDFS does not hide but exposes the
details of partitioned blocks to data processing frameworks.
This is because the Google File System [10], the ancestor of
HDFS, was co-designed with the MapReduce [1] framework.
A rationale behind such a tightly coupled design is the fact
that “moving computation is cheaper than moving data”.
While the tightly coupled co-design helps minimize network
congestion and improves the efficiency of the system, there is
room for improvement by hiding the details of partitioning
and providing an abstraction of partitioned blocks without
compromising the co-design principle.

The root cause of the load imbalance is that HDFS pro-
vides equal-sized large blocks to data processing frameworks.
However, with fixed-sized large blocks it is hard to achieve
good load balance across tasks. If one task takes less time
than others, it is better to increase the size of its block so that
the task completion times can be balanced. However, HDFS
does not dynamically adjust the block size. Moreover, when
multiple tasks make requests for partitioned blocks, the I/O
requests are not coordinated by HDFS instead they compete
with each other for concurrent access to different blocks
even if they belong to the same user file. Such concurrent
accesses to different blocks in HDFS result in many disk
seek operations. Such uncoordinated disk access becomes
more serious in a multi-tenant cluster. i.e., applications make
I/O scheduling decisions without considering the disk access
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patterns of other concurrent applications.
In light of these observations, we design and implement an

HDFS-compatible distributed file system - VeloxDFS, which
hides the details of physical partitioning and provides a
logical block abstraction to applications. With the logical
block abstraction, load balancing is done by the distributed
file system instead of by applications. VeloxDFS runs a disk
access coordinator - block stream manager (BSM), which
controls concurrent disk accesses by multiple clients. The
BSM reduces disk seek operations by serializing concurrent
disk accesses and balances the task completion times by
dynamically changing the logical block sizes.

The main contributions of VeloxDFS are as follows.
• VeloxDFS logically partitions a user file into fine-grained

small blocks but physically stores them in a single file.
By storing partitioned blocks in a single physical file per
node, VeloxDFS reduces the managerial overhead of the
Linux file system metadata. Besides, by combining and
storing partitioned blocks in a single physical file, VeloxDFS
performs sequential I/O operations, reducing the number of
disk seeks for multiple block requests of concurrent tasks.

• VeloxDFS implements block stream manager (BSM) that
coordinates the concurrent I/O requests from multiple
clients. The block stream manager removes the responsi-
bility from applications of making load balancing decisions
as the block stream manager balances the lifespan of tasks
by adjusting the size of logical blocks based on I/O con-
sumption rate.

• By reducing disk I/O contention, VeloxDFS enables DFS
clients to benefit from overcommit scheduling in YARN.
With overcommit scheduling each data node can run a larger
number of concurrent jobs than the number of available
cores, improving resource utilization and incurring minimal
degradation of disk I/O throughput.

• From our performance study, we show that HDFS suffers
from an unnecessarily large number of disk seek operations,
which causes performance problems, especially when the
YARN scheduler overcommits a larger number of jobs than
the number of physical cores in data nodes. In contrast,
VeloxDFS effectively coordinates concurrent I/O requests
minimizing disk seek operations and takes advantage of
overcommit scheduling to improve the computing resource
utilization of the cluster.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we present the shortcomings and challenges of HDFS. In
Section III we present the design of VeloxDFS. In Section IV,
we evaluate the performance of VeloxDFS against HDFS.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND: HDFS

HDFS is a distributed file system designed for distributed
and parallel applications that process very large data sets that
range from Gigabytes to Terabytes [11]. HDFS is designed
for batch processing that need streaming access to datasets.
To provide high throughput streaming access to files, HDFS
relaxes POSIX requirements.

HDFS partitions a file into equal-sized blocks because
the fixed block size makes the file management easy in a
distributed cluster. To spend less time on disk seek operations
but more time on data transfer, HDFS partitions an input file
into large blocks of 128 MB by default. With such a large
block size, disk seek overhead is expected to account for a
small portion of disk access time.

However, HDFS, in its current form, is far from satisfactory
in that it fails to benefit from sequential I/O due to random
seeks between multiple blocks requested by concurrent tasks.
Data processing frameworks on HDFS often start multiple
tasks simultaneously and each task independently reads its
own block, which results in disk seek operations and degrades
the I/O throughput. In current HDFS design, such I/O con-
tention problem is not considered. Consider an example where
the YARN scheduler schedules eight map tasks to a data node.
If there is only one core available in the node, each task
will read its own block sequentially. However, if more than
eight cores are available, all eight blocks will be accessed
simultaneously. HDFS does not provide a way of controlling
such concurrent disk accesses. Since all eight blocks are stored
as separate physical files, concurrent accesses to these files
require excessive disk seek operations. As the number of
cores in data nodes increases, the disk I/O contention problem
becomes more serious.

When a data node has multiple disks, HDFS distributes data
blocks in a round-robin fashion so that it can benefit from
parallel disk I/O. However, it is not common to have a larger
number of disks than the number of cores in a data node.
Therefore, multiple tasks often compete with each other to
read their own blocks from the same disk, which results in disk
seek operations and degrades the I/O throughput. As manycore
systems become more prevalent, such disk I/O contention
problem can become more and more serious. While a recent
study has investigated the manycore scalability of Linux file
systems [12], not much work has focused on the I/O contention
problem of HDFS.

Another problem with the static block partitioning of HDFS
is that some blocks require a significantly longer time to
process than others. To make matters worse, the number of
blocks processed by each worker node can be different. To
mitigate such skew problems, various approaches [13, 1, 2]
have been investigated in the past literature. However, to the
best of our knowledge, none of the previous works looked
into the problem in the distributed file systems layer. For best
performance, HDFS needs to divide a file across data nodes in
a way that parallel tasks take equal times to finish their work.
However, it is almost impossible for HDFS to predict future
I/O access patterns and proactively partition a file in a way
that it can balance task completion times. Therefore, HDFS is
designed to expose the partition information to its applications
so that clients can make their own task scheduling decisions.
However, coarse-grained partitions often fail to balance the
load and also fail to leverage sequential disk accesses.

Figure 1 shows the disk seek frequency and I/O throughput
of distributed file systems when we run a Hadoop grep job
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(a) Disk Seek Frequency per Node (b) IO Throughput per Node

Fig. 1. Disk Seeks Caused by Concurrent Tasks

that processes a 100 GB input file on a 20 data node cluster
that we describe in Section IV-A. Since sixteen tasks are
simultaneously scheduled in each data node, they compete for
the disk I/O and HDFS does not exhibit sequential disk access
patterns, i.e., it performs about 80 disk seek operations per
second. As a result, the disk throughput of HDFS is lower than
70 MB/sec, which is far below than the ideal sequential read
performance of our testbed HDD (156MB/sec). Compared to
HDFS, our VeloxDFS performs very few disk seek operations
and achieves about 36.4% higher disk I/O throughput that
HDFS (110 MB/sec vs. 70 MB/sec). We present the design
of VeloxDFS and how it achieves a higher performance than
HDFS in Section III.

III. VELOXDFS: DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

VeloxDFS has many similarities with HDFS in that it targets
applications that need streaming access to datasets. VeloxDFS
is not a general purpose distributed file system but it is
designed for the Hadoop ecosystem, which does not support
POSIX but instead write-once-read-many semantics. As in
HDFS, VeloxDFS partitions a large file into small blocks of a
configured size and they are distributed over multiple nodes in
a cluster. Although data blocks are distributed, VeloxDFS does
not have a central metadata directory service (MDS) unlike
HDFS that employs NameNode. Instead, VeloxDFS employs
a consistent hashing as in DH-HDFS [14] for better scalability.

VeloxDFS contains three components - (i) a decentralized
metadata directory service (MDS) that manages block partition
information, (ii) a block stream manager (BSM) per node that
controls disk access for clients, and (iii) the client library. In
this section, we describe the design and implementation of
these components.

A. Decentralized Metadata Directory Service

While HDFS employs a central NameNode that manages
the namespace and file metadata, VeloxDFS manages the file
metadata in a decentralized fashion. In VeloxDFS, each data
node runs its own MDS, which forms a consistent hash ring
structure. To enable O(1) request routing on top of a consistent
hash ring, each node keeps track of all data nodes and their
key ranges as in Cassandra [15] and Dynamo [16].

As in HDFS, VeloxDFS partitions a user file into multiple
blocks and distribute them across a set of data nodes. To
manage the locations of partitioned blocks that belong to a
single user file, VeloxDFS selects a data node using the hash
key of a user file name and stores the metadata about the
partitioned blocks, i.e., location (which data node has which

block), file owner, permission, etc, in the MDS of the selected
data node. When a client opens, closes, or renames a file, the
client runs a hash function using the file name to determine
which MDS has the file metadata. Once the client obtains the
list of data nodes from the MDS, it communicates with the
BSMs in those data nodes to read or write partitioned blocks.

B. Block Stream Manager

VeloxDFS partitions a user file into fine-grained small
blocks, e.g., 8 MB by default, to mitigate the skew problem
presented in Section II. However, there exist a few challenges
that need to be addressed when we employ such fine-grained
partitioning.

• (C1) First, one of the problems with fine-grained partitioning
is that a large number of small blocks may result in a
large number of concurrent small I/O requests, which will
increase the number of expensive disk seek operations.
Besides, if we store each small block in a separate file as
in HDFS, the underlying Linux file system has to manage
a large amount of file system metadata.

• (C2) Second, with fine-grained partitioning, a list of large
number of small blocks need to be managed by the MDS.
If we use 8 MB blocks rather than 128 MB, the amount of
metadata managed by the MDS will be amplified by 16x,
which will aggravate the scalability problem of distributed
file systems.

• (C3) Third, fine-grained partitioning may result in a large
number of tasks in YARN application frameworks such
as MapReduce since they are designed to create a task
for each partitioned block. A large number of tasks place
a significant amount of scheduling overhead on the Ap-
plication Master in YARN because each task requires a
dedicated container, which performs expensive initialization
and authentication [4].

To enable fine-grained partitioning while addressing these
challenges, we design and implement the BSM in VeloxDFS.

To address C1 and C2, VeloxDFS does not store each
partitioned block in a separate file. Instead, it combines all
the blocks assigned to the same data node and stores them
in a single file, which we refer to as block-combined file.
For example, suppose a 4 GB user file is partitioned into
8 MB blocks and distributed across four data nodes, such
that each data node stores 128 blocks. Instead of creating 128
files per data node, each data node creates a single 1 GB
block-combined file (128×8MB). In such a way, VeloxDFS
decreases the amount of metadata in the file system.

When a client requests a particular block, the client acquires
the file offset of the block from the BSM in addition to the file
path. When multiple clients on the same data node request par-
titioned blocks of the same user file simultaneously, VeloxDFS
creates a file input stream for each client, reads multiple blocks
from the block-combined file sequentially, and provides blocks
to each stream in a round robin fashion. We note that if there
are multiple disks in a data node, VeloxDFS can distribute
partitioned blocks across multiple block-combined files, i.e.,
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Fig. 2. Streaming Access to Disks for Concurrent Tasks in VeloxDFS

one file per disk, and evenly distribute partitioned blocks
across disks to benefit from disk parallelism.

Figure 2 illustrates how VeloxDFS is different from HDFS
when accessing partitioned blocks. When HDFS clients re-
quest blocks, each of them directly calls the read() system
call through the HDFS API. However, VeloxDFS does not
allow clients to directly access disks, since only a background
BSM process accesses disks. Therefore, VeloxDFS clients
read blocks from the shared memory provided by BSM. The
BSM fills the shared memory buffer as it reads data blocks
sequentially, and clients consume data blocks in the shared
memory buffer as in the producer-consumer problem. If a
client runs faster than others, it will fetch data blocks faster
and consume more data blocks. As such, VeloxDFS resolves
the load balancing issue across clients in a single data node
and reads input files always in a sequential fashion even if
multiple clients request I/O simultaneously.

To address C3, VeloxDFS employs logical blocks and avoids
creating a large number of tasks/containers. Unlike HDFS,
which assigns a physical block of 128 MB to each client,
VeloxDFS creates and assigns a logical block of unknown size,
i.e., a byte stream, to each client.

We note that the MapReduce AppMaster determines the
number of concurrent tasks based on the number of physical
blocks in data nodes. I.e., if AppMaster decides to process N
blocks in a particular data node, it spawns N containers in
the data node. If the number of available cores in the data
node is smaller than the number of blocks, some tasks have
to wait until previously scheduled tasks finish so that some
cores become available. However, in VeloxDFS, the number
of logical blocks is independent of the number of partitioned
blocks and determined solely by the number of available
cores. Since VeloxDFS partitions a user file into fine-grained
blocks, the number of blocks is often much larger than the
number of available cores. To prevent the YARN scheduler
from creating as many clients as the number of partitioned
blocks, VeloxDFS informs the YARN scheduler that it has
just as many blocks as the number of available cores. With the
logical block abstraction, the BSM can minimize the number
of concurrent clients.

Consider the example shown in Figure 2. Although the data
node has 16 blocks, only four client tasks will be scheduled by

the Application Master since VeloxDFS tells the Application
Master that it has four logical blocks. Then, the BSM starts
reading the 16 blocks from disks and stores them in its
shared memory buffer until it is full. The concurrent four
tasks compete for the blocks in the shared memory buffer
and consume them as needed. Using condition variables as in
classic producer-consumer systems, the BSM finds out how
many blocks have been consumed and reads more blocks
from disks and store them in the buffer so that clients can
keep reading. For multiple jobs that read different input files,
VeloxDFS spawns multiple BSM processes and allocate the
shared memory buffer space for each input file. We note that
if we set the shared memory buffer size too small, clients can
be stalled waiting for more blocks. If we set the buffer size
too large, scarce memory space can be wasted. In Section IV,
we show that VeloxDFS shows good performance with a small
100 MB buffer space for a BSM.

C. Block Distribution and Replication

VeloxDFS partitions a file and replicates partitioned blocks
across multiple data nodes. One of the drawbacks of fine-
grained partitioning is that the probability of a single record
crossing the boundary of blocks increase. If the number of
records that span multiple blocks stored in two different data
nodes increases, remote I/O becomes necessary to obtain a
complete record, which can decrease I/O throughput. There-
fore, VeloxDFS stores a group of contiguous blocks in the
same data node. In the example, we store two contiguous
blocks in the same data node. In our implementation, we group
sixteen contiguous 8 MB blocks and assign them to a single
node so that each data node does not have block-combined
files less than 128 MB.

To reliably store large files, VeloxDFS replicates partitioned
blocks across multiple data nodes. In HDFS, the NameNode
makes replication decisions for each block and manages the
location information of replicas. As in HDFS, VeloxDFS
may replicate individual blocks on random nodes considering
rack locality. However, because replicating individual blocks
will increase the metadata management overhead, we made
VeloxDFS replicate the entire block-combined file across
multiple data nodes. When VeloxDFS replicates a block-
combined file, the locations of replicas need to be stored in its
corresponding MDS. However, since VeloxDFS runs on top of
the consistent hash ring overlay network, VeloxDFS replicates
a block-combined file in the predecessor and successor nodes
by default, such that the locations of replicated files do not
need to be stored in MDS.

D. Recovery

In a large scale cluster, node failures are not uncommon.
The replication strategy described above is rack-unaware and
it can be used when nodes are in a single rack. VeloxDFS
uses ZooKeeper to monitor node status, configuration, and I/O
load of data nodes. If a data node fails, either its predecessor
or successor takes over the faulty data node utilizing the
replicated files and MDS. The take-over node will request
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the faulty node’s neighbor to create replica files to keep as
many replica files as the specified replication factor. Such a
take-over mechanism guarantees recoverability unless all three
consecutive nodes fail at the same time.

If a cluster occupies multiple racks, VeloxDFS should
employ rack-aware replication policies as in Cassandra, i.e.,
if a take-over node is in the same rack or same datacenter,
we walk the ring until we reach the first node in another rack
or datacenter. A drawback of such a network topology aware
replication scheme is that each MDS has to store not just
the location of one block-combined file but also replicated
block-combined files. We note that the fault tolerance level that
VeloxDFS guarantees is no different from that of Cassandra
and Dynamo as all of them employ a consistent hashing
overlay network.

E. I/O Scheduling for Inter-node Balancing

Even if we assign an equal number of partitioned blocks to
DFS clients, some blocks may require more computations than
others and take longer times. To mitigate the skew problem,
VeloxDFS employs two types of load balancing schemes, i.e.,
i) intra-node balancing and ii) inter-node balancing.

Intra-node Balancing: Suppose multiple tasks are process-
ing data blocks of the same user input file on the same data
node. In one task processes data blocks more slowly than
others, it will fetch a fewer number of data blocks from the
BSM. Therefore, intra-node balancing can be achieved across
containers in the same data node.

Inter-node Balancing by Block Stealing: The YARN
scheduler assumes that data nodes are homogeneous and tasks
from the same job take the same time. However, YARN
applications often suffer from stragglers due to various rea-
sons [1, 2, 13]. To resolve this problem, VeloxDFS implements
a block stealing policy. If tasks in a data node finish processing
their blocks, its BSM communicates with the BSMs of its
predecessor and successor nodes on its consistent hash ring. If
it finds its predecessor or successor node is running slowly, the
BSM steals unprocessed blocks from the slow node. This steal-
ing policy makes fast nodes process a larger number of blocks
than slow nodes in the cluster. Note that this stealing policy
requires a locking mechanism to prevent multiple clients from
processing the same block. For this purpose, MDS runs a
distributed locking service using ZooKeeper. In particular,
each BSM becomes a ZooKeeper client and receives the
partition information from a corresponding MDS. Although
the distributed lock is an expensive mechanism, the locking
overhead does not place significant overhead on VeloxDFS
because it steals blocks only when it finds a neighbor node is
significantly running slowly. If all nodes make linear progress,
MDS does not steal blocks and thus, does not acquire any lock
from ZooKeeper.

If BSMs steal blocks only from successor and predecessor
nodes, the block stealing policy does not cause remote disk
I/O because VeloxDFS replicates block-combined files in a
predecessor and a successor node. When a node steals blocks
from neighbor nodes, it steals blocks in the reversed order, i.e.,

(a) Fair Scheduler with HDFS (b) Overcommit Scheduler with
VeloxDFS

Fig. 3. Concurrent Job Scheduling

from the end of file, such that it can reduce the lock contention.
We note that this stealing policy causes disk seek operations
because the stealing reads blocks backward. To reduce the
number of disks seek operations, we store blocks in replicated
block-combined files in reversed order.

F. Multi-Wave vs. Overcommit Scheduling

A MapReduce job normally runs in multiple waves of map
tasks and reduce tasks. If a job processes a user file partitioned
into N blocks, the MapReduce Application Master has to
make N scheduling decisions. If a larger number of tasks than
the number of available cores are scheduled on a data node,
only as many tasks as the number of available cores can run
in parallel in the first map wave, and the other tasks must wait
in the queue for subsequent waves.

The YARN scheduler supports three scheduling policies -
FIFO, Capacity, and Fair scheduler. With these three policies,
containers declare the amount of memory and CPU they need
to perform tasks. If a task is assigned to an available CPU
core, it is guaranteed that the task will not be preempted by
other tasks waiting in the queue.

Since YARN scheduling policies are non-preemptive from
the perspective of each task, the FIFO scheduler is not suitable
for concurrent jobs because short jobs can starve while long
jobs are running. To mitigate this problem, the Capacity
scheduler allows multiple jobs to share a cluster by reserving
a fraction of cluster resources for each job. However, the
Capacity scheduler under-utilizes cluster resources unless there
are a large number of concurrent jobs. The Fair scheduler
makes scheduling decisions per wave. I.e., if a task finishes
processing its block of 128 MB, the freed-up resources are
given to another job’s waiting task so that each job can get
the same amount of computing resources.

Such block-based and non-preemptive scheduling policies
allow each task to fully utilize its granted computing resources.
However, a user job often over-estimates its memory require-
ment because if a container exceeds its memory allocation it is
immediately terminated by YARN. Therefore, user tasks often
do not fully utilize their granted resources. To take advantage
of the fact that containers do not always make full use of
granted resources, the overcommit scheduling policy has been
investigated to improve resource utilization in a cluster [17].

Unlike HDFS, VeloxDFS dynamically changes the size of
logical blocks so that a single wave of tasks consumes all the
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partitioned blocks. However, a drawback of such single wave
scheduling is that it does not take into account the balance of
resource allocation across multiple jobs. I.e., if a long running
job is submitted before a short job, the short job has to wait
until the long running tasks finish.

To mitigate this problem, the size of a logical block can
be limited, which ensures multiple waves. Alternatively, when
concurrent jobs are waiting for a longer time than a threshold
in the queue, we can make the BSM stop providing more
blocks to current tasks so that they yield to waiting tasks.
However, this raises a question about the threshold values.
What is the optimal upper limit size for logical blocks and
when each task yields to a waiting task? We do not have
an answer to this question and this problem seems NP-hard.
Instead of proposing another heuristic performance tuning
algorithm, we propose to leverage the OS scheduler.

The YARN scheduler was designed to allocate resources
to distributed and parallel applications, but it is not designed
to leverage the operating system’s CPU scheduling. That is,
the number of cores has to be set by a YARN administrator
and the general recommendation is to set it to the number
of physical cores on the node [17]. With such settings, there
is not much room for the operating systems to schedule
concurrent tasks. If we run a larger number of tasks than
the number of cores in a data node using HDFS, i.e., if we
overcommit a data node with a large number of tasks, the
system throughput degrades due to severe disk I/O contention.
However, VeloxDFS determines the number of concurrent I/O
requests not by the number of concurrent tasks but by the
number of jobs that access different user input files. Therefore,
the overhead of overcommit scheduling in VeloxDFS is much
smaller than for HDFS.

Overcommit scheduling for VeloxDFS does not require
modifications to the existing YARN scheduler. I.e., we use
the Fair scheduler for overcommit scheduling. If there are C
cores in a data node, VeloxDFS informs the YARN scheduler
that it has C × overcommit factor virtual cores. However,
VeloxDFS does not allow more than C tasks of the same job
to run concurrently. VeloxDFS achieves this by telling the
YARN scheduler that it has no more than C logical blocks
for the same job. Consider the example shown in Figure 3(a).
When job 1 is submitted, the NameNode in HDFS informs the
Application Master how its input file is partitioned, distributed,
and replicated. Suppose the Application Master decides to run
10 tasks in a data node based on the partition information.
However, the data node has only four cores available. Hence,
four containers will be created and the rest of the tasks
must wait in the queue. While the first wave of tasks are
being processed, another job 2 arrives. If Fair scheduling is
employed, job 2 will occupy two cores after the first map
wave finishes.

However, if overcommit scheduling is used, as shown in
Figure 3(b), the MDS informs the Application Master that it
has only four logical blocks although the data node has more
than 4 blocks. Once the four tasks start, the BSM will provide
all the partitioned blocks in the data node to the four tasks.

When job 2 that requires a 256 MB input file arrives, the
MDS will inform the Application Master that it has two logical
blocks for the job. Although VeloxDFS employs fine-grained
partitioning, the minimum logical block size each task requires
is 128 MB unless the block is the last block of the user file.
Since YARN considers C×(overcommit factor−1) virtual
cores to be idle, it will immediately schedule two tasks on the
data node. That is, if we set the overcommit factor to k, at
least k jobs can concurrently run and they will compete for
C physical cores and perform context-switching according to
the OS scheduling priority.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance of VeloxDFS and compare it
against HDFS 3.1.2 using Hadoop 2.7 and Spark 3.0.1. We
implemented VeloxDFS in about 18,000 lines of C++ code
and 6,200 lines of Java code. 1

A. Experimental Setup

We run experiments on a 22-node Linux cluster. Each
node has dual Intel Xeon Octa-core E5-2640 v3 processors
(2.60GHz, hyper-threading enabled), 32 GB DDR4 ECC mem-
ory, and two 7200rpm 1 TB HDDs - one for OS (Ubuntu
18.04) and the other for distributed file systems. The maximum
memory size for YARN is set to 27 GB. 22 nodes are con-
nected via a single gigabit Ethernet switch. 20 nodes are used
as data nodes, and the other two nodes are used for primary
and secondary NameNodes for HDFS. Although VeloxDFS
does not need the two NameNodes, it requires a ZooKeeper
node to monitor the status of data nodes and to provide a
distributed lock service for block stealing. We set the number
of slots to 16 per data node except for overcommit scheduling,
thus both HDFS and VeloxDFS can run 320 tasks concurrently.
We set the replication factor to 3 for both HDFS and VeloxDFS
and we use Fair scheduling unless stated otherwise.

B. Experimental Results

1) Performance with Varying Block Size: In the first set of
experiments shown in Figure 4, we run a single Grep job that
processes a 100 GB input file while we vary the size of the
partitioned blocks. Grep is an I/O intensive workload. Since
we evaluate the performance of distributed file systems, we
first show the performance of an I/O intensive workload and
then a computation-intensive workload later.

In HDFS, fine-grained partitioning results in a large number
of map tasks, each of which reads its own partitioned input file
without coordination. Therefore, HDFS fails to take advantage
of sequential disk access. In addition, if we set the block size
small in HDFS, it results in a large number of containers and
the job suffers from container initialization and authentication
overhead. As a result, the job processing time increases as we
decrease the block size.

Unlike HDFS, VeloxDFS benefits from a BSM that co-
ordinates concurrent I/O requests for a block-combined file.

1The code is available at https://github.com/DICL/VeloxDFS.
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Fig. 4. Job Turnaround Time with Varying Block Size

(a) VeloxDFS (Static,
64MB Blocks)

(b) VeloxDFS (Stealing,
64MB Blocks)

(c) HDFS

Fig. 5. Containers Lifespan for a Single Grep Job

To quantify the performance effect of each VeloxDFS design
choice, we implemented four variants of VeloxDFS.

In the first variant, denoted as VDFS/MultiFile, we
store each partitioned block in a separate physical file as in
HDFS. In this implementation, a BSM spawns multiple threads
and each thread does a read() system call for each parti-
tioned block file independently from each other. As a result,
this variant incurs a large number of disk seek operations. We
note that this is similar to how HDFS is processing I/O re-
quests. However, unlike HDFS, VDFS/MultiFile does not
generate multiple map waves but a single container consumes
multiple blocks. In the experiments, VDFS/MultiFile
shows similar performance to HDFS when the block size is
128 MB. As the block size decreases, HDFS suffers from
a larger number of containers and the job turnaround time
increases sharply whereas VDFS/MultiFile does not in-
crease the number of containers and the job turnaround time
slightly decreases due to better load balancing with a finer-
grained partitioning. We note that the number of disk seek
operations is rather insensitive to the block size but depends
on the number of concurrent tasks that issue disk I/O requests.

Another variant of VeloxDFS, denoted as
VDFS/Multi-Wave, stores all partitioned blocks in a
single block-combined file, but enables multiple map waves
by limiting the maximum size of logical blocks. That is, even
if there exist some blocks that are not processed in the shared
memory buffer, the BSM stops feeding a task if the task
has processed a predefined number of bytes. By enforcing
such a limit on logical block size, VeloxDFS can enable
multiple map waves as in HDFS. In the experiments shown
in Figure 4, the number of map waves increases from 3 to
81 as we decrease the block size from 128 MB to 4 MB.
As a result, the job turnaround time of VDFS/MultiWave
suffers from the overhead of a large number of containers.

In VDFS/Static and VDFS/Steal, we store all par-
titioned blocks in a single block-combined file and disable

multiple waves so that only a single wave of map tasks
processes all partitioned blocks. We enable and disable the
block stealing policy in VDFS/Steal and VDFS/Static,
respectively. Figure 4 shows that both VDFS/Static and
VDFS/Steal improve the job response times because small
block sizes help improve load balancing and a single map wave
reduces the container overhead. Since VDFS/Steal balances
the task lifespans more aggressively by stealing some blocks
from remote data nodes, it improves the job turnaround time
by up to 19.8% compared to VDFS/Static. We note that
the disk seek frequency and I/O throughput of VDFS/Steal
and HDFS for these experiments is shown in Figure 1. Since
VeloxDFS shows the best performance with 8 MB blocks,
which is 39% faster than the best performance of HDFS with
128 MB blocks, we set the partitioned block size of VeloxDFS
to 8 MB for the rest of experiments unless stated otherwise.

2) Load Balancing: Stealing Policy: In the experiments
shown in Figure 5, we measured the lifespan of tasks (YARN
containers) when we submit a Grep job that processes an
input file of 100 GB. In HDFS, 800 containers are scheduled
because the 100 GB input file is partitioned into 800 blocks.
However, the MapReduce Application Master creates only 320
containers for VeloxDFS since there are 320 physical cores in
the cluster. In the experiments, we set the block size to 64 MB
although it is not the best configuration for VeloxDFS. We use
such a coarse-grained partitioning to emphasize the effect of
the block stealing policy. With the 64 MB block size, the
100 GB input file is partitioned into 1600 blocks and each
data node in the 20 node cluster stores 80 blocks. Since there
are 16 cores per node, each container processes 5 blocks, i.e.,
320 MB, if we do not enable the block stealing policy.

Figure 5(a) shows that there exist some tasks that take a
longer time than others. If the block stealing policy is enabled,
faster tasks steal blocks from slow tasks, which helps improve
the balance of task lifespans, as shown in Figure 5(b). As
a result, all the tasks with VeloxDFS that enables the block
stealing policy complete in 59 seconds whereas there are some
tasks that take longer than 70 seconds if we do not enable the
block stealing policy.

Figure 5(c) shows that a MapReduce job with HDFS
processes tasks in multiple waves, i.e., 320 tasks are scheduled
in the first wave, another 320 tasks are scheduled in the second
wave, and then the remaining 160 tasks are scheduled in the
third wave. We note that most of the tasks in the first map
wave complete in about 35 seconds. However, a few tasks
in the first map wave take longer than 50 seconds and there
exists one task that takes longer than 80 seconds. Due to
the unbalanced lifespans of tasks and multiple waves, the job
turnaround time of HDFS is 98 seconds, which is about 29%
slower than VeloxDFS with the block stealing policy enabled.

C. Concurrent Execution: Overcommit Scheduling

Since VeloxDFS does not require multiple waves of tasks,
different job scheduling policies such as overcommit schedul-
ing need to be investigated for fairness when multiple jobs
share the cluster. In the experiments shown in Figure 6, we
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(a) VeloxDFS (Capacity) (b) HDFS (Capacity)

(c) VeloxDFS (Fair) (d) HDFS (Fair)

(e) VDFS (Overcommit, 64 vcores) (f) HDFS (Overcommit, 64 vcores)

Fig. 6. Lifespan of Containers for Concurrent Workload (Job1:Grep 200GB
submitted at 0 sec, Job2:Grep 100GB at 50 sec, Job3: WordCount 50GB at 90
sec, Job4: WordCount 100GB at 120 sec, Job5: AggregatedWordCount 50GB
at 160 sec, Job6: Grep 50GB at 190 sec, Job7: WordCount 50GB at 220 sec.)

submit seven MapReduce applications. Their job submission
times and input file sizes are shown in the caption. We note
that each of these jobs accesses a different input file.

When Capacity scheduling is used, which is designed to
maximize the throughput and the utilization of the cluster,
both HDFS and VeloxDFS dedicate the entire cluster to each
job being executed in the order they arrive. Due to the
superior performance of VeloxDFS, the batch completion time
of VeloxDFS is 23% lower than HDFS (429 sec vs. 554 sec).

If the Fair scheduling policy is used, HDFS that enables
multiple waves balances the cluster resource utilization for all
running applications. That is, all jobs get started after waiting
for only one single wave of the previously scheduled tasks.
However, VeloxDFS does not allow multiple waves unless we
limit the logical block size. As a result, the jobs that arrive
while the first long running job is being executed wait until the
first job completes. When the first job completes, the scheduler
finds four jobs are waiting and they start sharing the cluster
according to the Fair scheduling policy. In the experiments,
two more jobs arrive while the four jobs are running. These
two jobs get started when the previously scheduled jobs release
CPU cores.

It is noteworthy that more than half of cores become idle
for a while after the first job completes when we employ the
fair scheduling policy. This is not a problem of VeloxDFS but
a scheduling overhead that comes from the YARN scheduler.
That is, the Fair scheduler makes job scheduling decisions
based on the progress of multiple map waves. However, since
VeloxDFS does not have multiple map waves, the scheduler
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Fig. 7. Spark Performance on HDFS and VeloxDFS

cannot predict when the containers will release CPU cores.
Therefore, the job scheduler cannot pre-allocate resources for
waiting jobs. Currently we do not have a solution to this
problem because it is a YARN scheduler issue. Hence, we
leave this as future work.

In the experiments shown in Figure 6 (c) and (f), we
allow a 4x larger number of tasks (1280) than the number
of physical cores (320) to run in the cluster, i.e., we set
the overcommit factor to 4. Since the first job processes a
200 GB input file, HDFS will inform the YARN scheduler
that it has 1600 blocks (200 GB/128 MB = 1600). With
the overcommit scheduling policy, the YARN scheduler keeps
scheduling containers even after the first 320 containers are
scheduled as shown in Figure 6 (f). It is also noteworthy that
the Fair scheduling policy has a very high container scheduling
latency and it fails to schedule 1280 tasks for the first 50
seconds. At 50 seconds, when not all 1600 but only about
800 tasks of the first job are scheduled, the second job arrives
and the Fair scheduler assigns the remaining 480 slots to the
second job. We note that the overcommit scheduling policy is
no different from the Fair scheduling policy except that the
overcommit scheduling increases the number of virtual cores.
When the third job arrives at 90 seconds, it finds out that there
are no available slots and it waits until previously scheduled
tasks release CPU resources. Although we set the overcommit
factor to 4, the legacy HDFS does not allow four jobs to run
in a fair way but the first job overuses CPU resources.

We note that the lifespans of tasks with the overcommit
scheduling policy with HDFS are much longer than with
Capacity or Fair scheduling policy because of disk I/O con-
tention and container overhead. If we use the Capacity or
Fair scheduling policy, all seven jobs complete in 550 or 570
seconds, respectively. However, if overcommit scheduling is
used, all seven jobs finish in 700 seconds, which is about
27% higher than with the Capacity scheduling policy.

In contrast, if we use the overcommit scheduling policy
with VeloxDFS, the batch completion time is even shorter
than Capacity and Fair scheduling policies. VeloxDFS does
not create a larger number of logical blocks than the number
of physical cores, although we set the number of available
cores per data node (vcore) to a multiple of the number of
physical cores. Therefore, Figure 6 (c) shows that, when a
single job is running, the overcommit scheduler runs exactly
the same number of tasks as the number of physical cores, as in
Capacity scheduling. Later, when the second job is submitted,
the YARN scheduler creates another 320 containers since it
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(a) HDFS (Fair) (b) VeloxDFS (Overcommit)

Fig. 8. Hadoop MR: AVG. I/O Throughput per Node (SSD)

believes data nodes have a 4x larger number of CPU cores.
Compared to Capacity scheduling, the overcommitted tasks
take a longer time to complete, i.e., the second Grep job takes
185 seconds since it competes with three other concurrent
jobs, but it takes 78 seconds in Figure 6 (a) when the entire
cluster is assigned to the job. This slowdown is because of
the context-switching overhead, but it should be noted that
the job execution time is not quadrupled even if four jobs
are concurrently running. This is because MR tasks alternate
between CPU burst and I/O burst cycles and the operating
system’s CPU scheduler appropriately schedules concurrent
tasks to fully utilize CPU availability.

1) Throughput of Concurrent Jobs with Spark: In the ex-
periments shown in Figure 7(a), we compare the performance
of VeloxDFS against HDFS using Spark. We launch Spark
workers on 18 data nodes, and submit 8 WordCount jobs,
each reading a different 50 GB input file. We let each job use
one executor per data node, and the number of cores assigned
to each executor is set to 8. To enable overcommit scheduling,
we set the number of vcores of the data node to 64, i.e., the
overcommit factor is set to 3.2.

Figure 7(a) shows that VeloxDFS performs fewer than 20
seek operations per second during most of the execution time
while HDFS performs about 120. As a result, the peak I/O
throughput of HDFS in each data node is only 55 MB/sec
whereas that of VeloxDFS is 83 MB/sec, as shown in Fig-
ure 7(b). As a result, all eight jobs finish in 400 and 650
seconds with VeloxDFS and HDFS, respectively.

2) Throughput of Concurrent Jobs with SSDs: In the ex-
periments shown in Figure 8, we evaluate the performance of
VeloxDFS on a small 11 node cluster that has SSDs as we vary
the number of concurrent Hadoop Grep jobs that read their
own 50 GB input files. This second testbed cluster has dual
Intel Xeon 10 core Gold 5115 processors (2.4 GHz), 64 GB
DDR4 ECC memory, a 7200rpm 2TB HDD for OS (Ubuntu
18.04) and a 512 GB Samsung Evo 860 SSD for the distributed
file system. The 11 nodes are connected via a gigabit Ethernet
switch and 10 nodes are used as data nodes.

Although the overhead of reading non-contiguous blocks
on an SSD is not as high as for an HDD, VeloxDFS still
outperforms HDFS because sequential reads are faster than
random reads even for SSDs. Besides, VeloxDFS shows su-
perior load balancing behavior. When we run a single job,
VeloxDFS performs almost no random read operations. But as
we increase the number of concurrent jobs, it performs more
disk seek operations because the number of BSMs increases.

As a result, when we submit 2, 4, and 8 concurrent jobs,
VeloxDFS performs up to 259, 367, and 486 random read
operations per second, respectively. Although these numbers
are significantly larger than the number of seeks for the single
job workload, HDFS performs a much larger number of disk
seek operations for the same workload, i.e., 741, 814, and 762
disk seek operations. It is noteworthy that HDFS performs
more than 400 disk seek operations even when we run only
two concurrent jobs. As a result, the peak I/O throughput of
HDFS in each data node is only 310, 350, 368, and 354
MB/sec whereas that of VeloxDFS is 362, 443, 537, and
541 MB/sec when the number of concurrent jobs is 1, 2, 4,
and 8, respectively. Note that the maximum sequential read
throughput of our testbed SSD is 550 MB/sec.

V. RELATED WORK

It has been reported that the NameNode in HDFS is often
flooded by a huge number of file metadata requests [18].
To mitigate this problem, the centralized NameNode de-
sign has been revisited in several previous studies including
HopsFS [19], Flat Datacenter Storage [20], DH-HDFS [14],
and EclipseMR [21]. In addition to scalability, there have
been efforts to improve the fault tolerance of HDFS such
as HARDFS [22], Salus [23], and DH-HDFS [14]. The ar-
chitecture of VeloxDFS is similar to those of DH-HDFS and
EclipseMR [21] in that they employ the distributed hash tables
(DHT). However, the main focus of VeloxDFS is not on the
scalability and fault tolerance, but on the excessive disk seek
operations and the skew problem.

Monotasks [5] is an execution model that decomposes a
job into monotasks. A monotask is a small unit of work that
is allowed to use only a single resource, i.e., CPU, disk, or
network. In Monotasks, each resource has a dedicated sched-
uler, which schedules monotasks for that particular resource.
The disk scheduler in Monotasks is similar to VeloxDFS in
that it tries to reduce disk I/O contention. However, Monotasks
allows only one disk monotask to access a disk at any time.
I.e., it reads 128MB HDFS blocks sequentially, one at a
time. With this approach, a single job’s concurrent tasks are
serialized if they require HDFS blocks on the same disk.
As a result, Monotasks fails to achieve dramatic performance
improvement since it has a different form of task pipelining
and the pipeline stages do not overlap significantly. Unlike
Monotasks, VeloxDFS employs stream managers, which allow
multiple tasks to read their own logical blocks simultaneously
while performing sequential I/O operations.

The I/O overhead of shuffle phase has been pointed out
as one of the most significant factors that degrade the perfor-
mance of MapReduce in numerous studies including Riffle [6]
and ThemisMR [24]. Riffle [6] proposes to split jobs into
smaller tasks for better parallelism. But all-to-all data transfer
between small tasks becomes a serious performance bottleneck
in shuffle phase. To reduce the overhead of shuffling with
small tasks, Riffle proposed to merge fragmented intermediate
shuffle files into larger blocks, which converts small, random
disk I/O requests into sequential accesses.
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Over the past decade, there has been a tremendous amount
of research effort to develop various scheduling policies at the
application framework level. In contrast, VeloxDFS is designed
to support application frameworks with block stream managers
that make load balancing decisions at the file system level.
For a similar purpose, Kim et al.[8, 7] proposed to reduce
the YARN container initialization overhead by controlling the
HDFS input split size, i.e., increasing the input split size
reduces the number of tasks and reduces the YARN container
initialization overhead. However, [8, 7] did not investigate the
effect of concurrent tasks on the number of disk seeks.

ThemisMR [24] is a MapReduce framework that reads
and writes data records to disk exactly twice. As such, it
guarantees job-level fault tolerance rather than task-level fault
tolerance. ThemisMR also employs a centralized, per-node
disk scheduler that stores records to disks in large batches
to avoid expensive disk seek operations. Unlike Riffle and
ThemisMR, VeloxDFS performs sequential I/O not only for
output records but also for input files. Also, VeloxDFS is a
generic distributed file system, which can be used not only by
a MapReduce programming model but also by other generic
data processing engines including various Yarn applications.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have designed and implemented VeloxDFS,
a novel HDFS compatible file system. VeloxDFS coordinates
concurrent I/O requests from multiple clients to minimize
the number of disk seek operations. VeloxDFS dynamically
adjusts the size of partitioned blocks to reflect I/O consumption
rate and mitigates the skew problem. By reducing the I/O
contention from concurrent tasks, VeloxDFS enables overcom-
mit scheduling that schedules a larger number of tasks than
there are physical CPU cores, leveraging the OS scheduler
to improve the computing resource utilization of cluster. Our
performance study shows that VeloxDFS is up to 1.7x faster
than HDFS for multiple concurrent workloads.
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